Similarity of taste reactivity responses to alcohol and sucrose mixtures in rats.
The orofacial responses of rats following infusion of taste solutions were examined in two experiments. In the first experiment, naive rats were presented with a 6% alcohol solution and three sucrose mixtures (sucrose combined with quinine hydrochloride, hydrochloric acid, and sodium chloride, respectively) on separate trials and the resulting taste reactivity was examined. The only difference among the solutions was that alcohol elicited a significantly larger number of aversive responses (e.g., gapes, passive drips) than the sucrose mixtures. In the second experiment, naive rats were trained to avoid 6% alcohol using standard conditioned aversion procedures; rats were then tested for reactivity to the three sucrose mixtures and the alcohol solution. With the alcohol solution, trained rats displayed significantly fewer ingestive responses and significantly more aversive responses than control rats. The response of trained rats to the sucrose + quinine solution was similar to that of alcohol: fewer ingestive responses and more aversive responses than control rats. The number of aversive responses to the alcohol and the sucrose + quinine mixture by the trained rats did not differ significantly. Reactivity to the sucrose + hydrochloric acid and sucrose + sodium chloride solutions did not differ between trained rats and control rats. The results suggest that a sucrose + quinine solution has a perceived taste (as revealed by elicited orofacial reflexes) similar to alcohol and that the sucrose mixture is avoided by rats with alcohol aversions because it is unpalatable.